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The average person spends 90 000 hours 
at work over their lifetime, equating to 
nearly 6.5 million breaths taken in the 
workplace. Although work is an essential 
task for many, it may also carry risk. 
Inhaled exposures in the workplace 
contribute substantially to the burden of 
chronic respiratory conditions, including 
asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease and bronchitis, with population 
attributable fractions (PAFs) of 
15%–20%.1 Given the increasing global 
impact of chronic lung disease,2 preven-
tion remains a key priority, through 
ongoing efforts to identify and mitigate 
risk factors.

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is 
a progressive chronic lung disease that 
accounts for 1% of adult deaths annually 
in the UK.3 It is increasingly diagnosed 
and associated with early morbidity, 
mortality and high healthcare utilisation.4 
Conceptually, IPF is a disease of genes, 
environment and time, where a geneti-
cally susceptible individual with various 
inhalational insults manifests IPF with age. 
The genetic risks associated with IPF are 
increasingly understood, yet these inhala-
tional insults remain poorly characterised. 
Smoking is the most robustly defined risk 
factor for IPF,5 though chronic air pollu-
tion and several work- related exposures 
have also been associated with disease.6 
In the most comprehensive meta- analysis 
on this topic, multiple occupational expo-
sures were associated with IPF with pooled 
PAFs of 3% for silica, 4% for wood dust, 
8% for metal dust or fumes and 26% 
for vapours, gases, dust or fumes.1 The 
number of parent studies included in that 
analysis was small, however, each with i

Abramson and colleagues present data 
from a case–ccontrol study comparing 
patients enrolled in the Australian IPF 
Registry and controls obtained by random 
digit dialling and matched for age, sex 
and state.7 After obtaining a thorough 
occupational history of both groups, 

the investigators applied validated job- 
exposure matrices (JEMs) to identify the 
likelihood of specific occupational expo-
sures. Additionally, they collected informa-
tion on tobacco and other environmental 
exposures. Odds of being a former tobacco 
smoker were over twice as high in the IPF 
group, and secondhand smoke exposure 
at work was also more prevalent. Patients 
with IPF had higher odds of occupational 
respirable dust (OR=1.38, 95% CI 1.04–
1.82) and asbestos exposures (OR=1.58, 
95% CI 1.15–2.15). Notably, the greatest 
association with IPF was a family history 
of pulmonary fibrosis with an OR of 12.6 
(95% CI 6.52–24.2).

This study’s strengths are numerous. 
With 503 IPF cases and 902 controls, 
this is the largest case–control analysis 
of occupational exposures and IPF. The 
control group, obtained via random digit 
dialling, was robust and population- based. 
Although many IPF registries have previ-
ously aggregated patients for systematic 
assessment of incidence and outcomes, 
none have used control populations and 
rarely contain systematically collected 
occupational data.8 9 They also used vali-
dated JEMs, finding a dose–response 
relationship between IPF and asbestos, 
strengthening the plausibility of a causal 
association. Finally, this is the first such 
study to link occupational secondhand 
smoke exposure with the risk of IPF. The 
limitations of this work are inherent to 
retrospective studies, namely, recall bias 
from self- reported exposures and selection 
bias given the voluntary nature of survey 
participation. Additionally, the associa-
tion between IPF and the broadly defined 
‘respirable dust’ without other associations 
with more specific dust, such as metal and 
wood dust, make a targetable intervention 
difficult. By design, the registry focused on 
IPF and not other forms ofinterstitial lung 
disease (ILD) that may also be related to 
workplace exposures. Nevertheless, this 
well- designed investigation adds further 
evidence of a causal association between 
occupational dust and IPF.

From a practical perspective, these data 
should inform history- taking, question-
naire development and risk mitigation 
efforts in the clinic. Secondhand smoke 
exposure appears to be an important 
risk factor and is modifiable. Disease 

management should include efforts to 
reduce or avoid occupational exposures, 
with personal protective equipment 
recommended in high- risk jobs. Another 
potential focus is clinician education; most 
pulmonary training programmes have little 
to no formalised occupational medicine 
curriculum, leaving many clinicians unpre-
pared to recognise and mitigate workplace 
exposures. To build on these findings for 
future research, ILD registries should seek 
to incorporate occupational exposure data 
using validated JEMs for all forms of ILD, 
not just IPF. That different questionnaires 
identified effect estimates of exposure 
relationships in this study highlights that 
no single tool performs optimally to char-
acterise risk. Further development and 
validation of exposure questionnaires are 
urgently needed. Epigenomic biomarkers 
such as DNA methylation, histone modifi-
cation and non- coding RNAs may inform 
the impact of exposures on the cellular 
level to better inform disease mechanism 
and pathobiology.10 Such tools could be 
used as surrogates of exposure if validated 
against accurate exposure data. Addi-
tionally, whether these exposures confer 
greater risk to those with certain genetic 
susceptibilities is worth further explo-
ration, where targeted prevention may 
yield the greatest reward. Notably and 
consistent with other cohorts, only 13% 
of the study population reported a known 
family history of pulmonary fibrosis. This 
suggests that the vast majority of IPF 
occurs as a consequence of inhaled expo-
sures. Substantial efforts are warranted to 
develop tools that characterise and quan-
tify these exposures.

These data should also guide public 
health interventions and ultimately occu-
pational safety policy. All workers are 
vulnerable to the risks of tobacco, second-
hand smoke and toxins like asbestos for 
which there have been calls for global 
bans.11 Although many countries have 
banned mining, use and distribution of 
asbestos, it remains in use in many low- 
income to middle- income countries, with 
the anticipated peak of asbestos- related 
pulmonary complications decades down 
the road. Silicosis remains an occupational 
threat to lung health, most notably in 
vulnerable workers.12 Although tobacco 
smoking rates have been declining in 
many parts of the world, e- cigarette use 
and vaping in youth are on the rise.13 The 
risks of these inhaled exposures are well 
established in pulmonary medicine, and 
we must remain vigilant to protect the 
lung health of generations to come.

The findings from Abramson and 
colleagues should be viewed through the 
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lens of public health and policy, where 
occupational safety regulations exist to 
protect vulnerable populations. Every one 
in eight people suffer from chronic respi-
ratory disease, which remains the third 
leading cause of death worldwide,2 with 
premature mortality highest in areas with 
resource- limited health systems. Asbestos, 
respirable dust and secondhand smoke 
exposure are avoidable occupational 
exposures, and the increasing body of 
data should be leveraged to advocate for 
prevention. The potential reductions in 
devastating illnesses, including IPF, and 
in the global burden of respiratory disease 
related to workplace exposures is certainly 
worth a concerted effort.
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